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In my view the described things such as a 'scale denominator relative
to a "standardized rendering pixel size"' and (consequently) an
'actual scale denominator' in contrast to a 'standard scale
denominator' do not exist.
Scale is the ratio of a length unit in the map and its equivalent on
the ground. For example, 1:100000 means that 1cm on the map is
equivalent to 100000cm=1000m=1km on the ground. The concept of scale
has nothing to do with resolution; hence there is nothing such as a
'scale denominator relative to a "standardized rendering pixel
size"'.
Of course, given the mapping from a rectangular ground area to an
equivalent array of pixels, you will require the size of a pixel to
determine the scale. But this is it! You need not transform this scale
to any other scale which is somehow 'based on a standard pixel size'.
An example:
Assume you see an SLD/SE-generated image of 600x600 standard-sized
pixels on your screen. This will cover a square of 16.8cm x 16.8cm.
Your client might have requested this by mapping a ground BBox of 6km
x 6km to those 600x600 pixels. Hence a pixel will be equivalent to
6000m/600=10m on the ground. The scale denominator computed from this
will be 10m/0.28mm=35714.3, and this scale will select some associated
Rules.
Now you want to make a hardcopy of this picture on your printer,
which - for the sake of simplicity - we assume to have a resolution of
0.028mm x 0.028mm (ten-fold in both axes compared to 'standard'
resolution). Hardcopy means: you want to see the same picture of size
16.8cm x 16.8cm with the same features on it and the same
symbolization.
Your client will then request a map with identical BBox (6km x 6km)
and a ten-fold (in each axis) larger array of 6000x6000 pixels. The
client will also carry the resolution information of the printer along
in its request. The SE renderer will calculate the size of a pixel on
the ground to be 6000m/6000=1m, and subsequently determine the scale
denominator as 1m/0.028mm=35714.3.
This scale denominator will select the same Rules as in the screen
image case and this is exactly what you want because you want to see
the same picture on your hardcopy. Of course, this will only work if
the geometric items of the symbolization are given in a resolution
independent way, such as mm.
If we followed the rules of the SE specification the determined scale
denominator would have to be rescaled by a factor of 0.28/0.028=10,
which would result in a 'standard scale denominator' of 357143, which
would select totally different Rules.
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